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Abstract: In the conditions of social and institutional transformations’ retardation the study of issues
concerning transition shift to sustainable economic development seems to be urgent and strategic direction
of scientific researches and development. The aggravation of the global economic, social and environmental
problems which consequences affect (with different strength the population of various regions of the country,
is the motivational mechanism for a search of essentially new approaches to the analysis of the crisis’s reasons
as well as economic models and tools for its overcoming. The abstract up-to-date model of the territory’s
sustainable development, which could be easily implemented in practice, is extremely necessary for developing
regions.
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INTRODUCTION Transition of society and separate territories to

The modern city is a difficult socioeconomic and large structural disproportions and backwardness of
ecological system. The general features of this system scientific, labour, natural, production mechanisms within
include territory, nature aspects (ecological) and the municipal establishments.
manpower. In order to define the directions of its At the present time the problem of the large cities
development we should observe the balance of resources' arises. The main strategy of survival of the latter is the
usage, on the one hand and consider interests of citizens, solution of the main economic goal: city transformation
on the other hand [1]. from scientific-industrial complex with backward economic

The sense of any city's existence as the element of an structure to the scientific-industrial complex integrated
economic complex’s territorial organization consists in into world economy with high degree of mobility and a
acceleration of information, financial and commodity diversification [2].
exchange, providing necessary level of economic
efficiency  and welfare, reproduction of manpower, Sustainable Development
science and equipment development. Along with that, as The Concept Evolution: The "sustainable development"
the city is a common  economic  organism,  there  are notion tends to be used very often recently; that is why
certain rather constant (so-called infrastructure) branches the concept in a whole was inevitably filled up with
(transport, communication, construction, education, various meanings and interpretations. There are
culture, trade, finance, food and local industry) as well as continuous discussions in attempt to prove need of this
branches, which are dependent on the conditions of a or that "sustainable development" both in theoretical and
foreign market with respective industrial specialization. in practical aspects.
Changes of interstate and interregional market conditions In the international literature and documents going
inevitably affect functioning of the city and, first of all, the deep ecological crisis provoked the term “sustainable
structure of a city’s industrial complex. development”  appearance  in  the  late  80s  of   the  XX

sustainable development assumes gradual overcoming of
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century; it obviously used to be interpreted as Elimination  of  the developed contradictions appears
development, integration and nature conservation. Later to be possible only within the stable socioeconomic
there were other formulations, which were in many development not destroying the natural basis. 
respects incomplete and reflected some aspects of steady Transition to sustainable development assumes
development. For example, in the report of the Committee gradual restoration of natural ecosystems to the level
on Environment and Development (United Nations guaranteeing stability of environment. It can be reached
ESCAP) the sustainable development was understood as with efforts of all mankind, but to start moving to this aim
development which takes up challenges of the present each country should act independently.
time, but does not threaten ability of future generations to Ideas of sustainable development should correspond
meet their requirements. At Conference of the United to traditions, spirit and mentality of a country. They can
Nations on environment and development (Rio de Janeiro, play an important role in the society’s consolidation,
June, 1992) more developed formulation was given: the defining the state priorities and prospects of
sustainable development is a development which socioeconomic transformations.
generates economic growth, but fairly distributes its Change of state participation in economic activity,
results, restores environment to a bigger extent than reduction of a share of state ownership will allow to create
destroys it, increases possibilities of population, instead the economic conditions providing high business activity.
of impoverishes  them.  This  kind  of development gives Thus raising a role of a state guarantees ecological safety,
a  priority  to  the  poor,  to  expansion of their effectiveness of public administration and control in the
possibilities and ensuring their participation in the field of nature conservation.
decision-making. Democratization of public life allows promotion of the

In developing world and countries with transitional citizens’ and the non-state organizations’ role in
economy (e.g. Russia) the concept of sustainable preparation and adoption of economic and other
development began to be treated in very specific forms. decisions taking into account an ecological factor. Market
Since sustainable development is understood as mechanisms in combination with measures of state
simultaneous achievement of all the possible benefits regulation should create economic incentives of careful
(economic, ecological, social, moral) and aspiration of the attitude to natural resources and environment for all the
efforts aiming managing subjects on this way. subjects of economic activity.

Main Purposes: In modern conditions the urgent goal provide on prospect the balance of socioeconomic
consists rather in the process of organization on the development issues and preservation of favorable
sustainable development purposes’ achievement than environment, natural and resource potential, meet the
merely sustainable development achievement. requirements of the present and future generations. It

Stability   in    social    development   is    society’s implies consecutive solution of a number of goals:
(as it is a self-organized system) possibility to maintain
viability, to provide reproduction of vital means and Provide stabilization of an ecological situation in the
increase of public wealth. This ability is provided with course of a country’s withdrawal from crisis;
internal forces’ in order to oppose effectively the external Achieve radical improvement of a state of
and internal indignations accompanying social environment  at  the  expense  of  economic
transformations. activities’ ecologization within the institutional and

Natural resources and their ability to maintain social structural transformations, allowing to provide
development, as well as the possibility of self-restoration formation of new model of managing and a wide
are not boundless. The increased power of economy circulation of ecologically focused methods of
becomes a destructive force for the biosphere and human. management;

Although, civilization, using a large quantity of the Impose economic activity within the limits of
technologies destroying ecosystems, did not offer, in fact, ecosystems’ capacity on the basis of mass
anything that could replace regulating mechanisms of the introduction of power - and resource-saving
biosphere. There was a real threat to the vital interests of technologies, purposeful changes of economic
future generations. structure, personal and public consumption.

Transition to sustainable development should
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The Main Directions of Transition to Sustainable safety in political, economic, social, ecological, defensive
Development Are: and other spheres; if not, transition to a sustainable

Creation of a legal basis of transition to sustainable Public administration by transition process to a
development, including improvement of the current sustainable development assumes programs and
legislation defining, in particular, economic documents  creation:  state  strategy   of   actions of
mechanisms of regulation of environmental long-term character; the long-term and medium-term
management and environmental protection; forecasts including forecasts of environmental and
Development of the system of economic activity ecosystems’ changes as a compound component; short-
stimulation and establishment of responsibility limits term forecasts and programs of branch, regional and
concerning ecological results (while the biosphere is federal levels. 
not perceived any more merely as the supplier of Transition to a sustainable development of a state as
resources, but as the life base which preservation a whole is possible only if the sustainable development of
should be an indispensable condition of all its regions will be provided. It assumes formation of
socioeconomic system functioning – in a whole and effective spatial structure of national economy, the
by its separate elements; balance of all subjects’ interests that predetermines the
An assessment of economic capacity of local and need to create and implement the sustainability programs
regional ecosystems of the country and of for each region.
anthropogenous influence; The problems solved in each region should
Formation of effective system of a sustainable correspond substantially to the state goals, provided the
development ideas promotion and creation of the accounting of local features, in particular:
corresponding educational and training system.

Transition to sustainable development will demand regulating socioeconomic development, including
the coordinated actions in all spheres of life of the environmental management and anthropogenous
society, adequate to reorientation of social, economic and impact on environment;
ecological institutes of the state which regulating role in Performance of nature protection actions on the
such transformations is fundamental. vacant territories of the cities, other settlements and

Extremely important role in creation of a in residential suburbs, including their sanitary
methodological and technological basis of these cleaning, gardening and accomplishment;
transformations will belong to the science. Implementation of measures for population welfare

One of the main conditions of transition to improvement, development of social infrastructure,
sustainable development consists in ensuring the rights providing sanitary accomplishments;
and freedoms of citizens. The aim assumes formation of Agriculture development on the basis of ecologically
the open society including such system elements as the progressive agrotechnologies adapted for local
constitutional state, market economy and civil society. conditions, realization of measures for increase of

The Economic Tools and Principles of Sustainable and pollution and also creation of social protection
Regional Development: Important factor of providing systems;
sustainable development is strengthening of the main Reconstruction of regional industrial system taking
social groups’ role in implementation of socioeconomic into account economic capacity of local ecosystems.
transformations. The special place here belongs to youth
to which the safe future and possibility of participation in Program and look-ahead documents on the state
decision-making should be guaranteed. level should serve as a reference point when developing

In creation of the conditions providing interest of regional programs of transition to sustainable
citizens, legal entities and social groups in the solution of development and together with the relevant legal acts and
problems of steady development, the leading role is standards to define economic conditions of their
allocated for the state. First of all, it should guarantee realization.

development is impossible.

Formation of the regional economic mechanism

fertility of soils and their protection from an erosion
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At the present stage of transition to sustainable Transition to sustainable development of the whole
development the frame conditions providing possibility of world  community  can be carried out only in the
interfaced, internally balanced functioning of the nature, conditions   of    effective   international   cooperation.
population and economy are created. Thus mechanisms The  role  of  a  state in the solution of planetary
of development and decision-making should be focused ecological problems is determined by the territory,
on the corresponding priorities, consider consequences economic activity, etc. According to this, the priorities of
of implementation of these decisions in economic, social, a state in the international cooperation on providing
ecological spheres and provide the fullest assessment of sustainable development can be reduced to the following
expenses, benefits and risks with observance of the ones:
following criteria:

No economic activity can be justified, if benefit from according to the solution of problems of transition to
it does not exceed related damage; sustainable development;
The damage to environment should be at the Active  participation  in   the     international
possibly lowest level that can be reached taking into scientific programs on problems of sustainable
account economic and social factors. development and creation of measures promoting

Benchmarking and Marketing of Territories: For biosphere;
management of transition process to a sustainable Ecologically focused foreign investments
development and estimates of efficiency of used means it stimulation;
is necessary to establish target reference points and Ensuring ecological interests of the country in
restrictions with ensuring procedure of their achievement foreign economic activity. 
control.

Target reference points can be expressed with the Transition to sustainable development is a long-term
indicators characterizing quality of life, level of economic process, as it demands achievement of various social,
development and ecological wellbeing. These indicators economic and ecological goals. In process of advance to
should reflect those levels at which safe development of steady development the idea of it must be changed and
a state in economic, defensive and other aspects is specified, the needs of population must be rationalized
provided. according to ecological restrictions; finally, means of

As target and limiting indicators of steady satisfaction of these requirements must be improved.
development  in  the  economic  sphere  levels  specific Therefore realization of sustainable development
(per capita  and gross domestic product unit) principles should be considered step by step. And only
consumption of energy and other resources and also the relevant program and look-ahead documents can be
waste production can be established. Production and use developed for rather early stages [4].
of all dangerous substances applied in economy are The initial stage of developing economies’ shift to
subject to control. sustainable development is predetermined by need of the

It is necessary to include characteristics of solution of acute economic and social problems;
environmental state, ecosystems and protected territories nevertheless, since they form the main target reference
in structure of target parameters of sustainable points of this stage, it is especially important to observe
development. In this group of controllable parameters strictly the reasonable ecological restrictions on economic
indicators of quality of the atmosphere, waters, the activity during this period. At the same time it is
territories being in a natural and changed condition, the necessary to develop programs of the surrounding
woods taking into account their efficiency and degree of environment improvement in zones, affected with
safety, quantity of the species being under the threat of ecological crisis and to begin their systematic
disappearance [3]. performance, to plan complex measures for situation

Similar systems of indicators can be used at the normalization in ecologically unsuccessful territories and
solution of transitional problems for each region of the to prepare an organizational basis of these measures’
state. rationalization.

The organization of the international partnership

normalization of anthropogenous impact on the
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At the next step the main structural transformations processing, the analysis and distribution of the timely and
in economy, the technological update, an essential authentic information necessary for preparation and
ecologization of process of socioeconomic development adoption of marketing decisions [6].
should be carried out. At this stage ecological wellbeing While for the separate enterprises being much less
of the territory of the country is provided first of all at the complex establishments, than the whole regions, the need
expense of rationalization of natural capacities’ usage and of marketing information systems’ creation is doubtless,
decrease in its relative expenses per capita. authorities on the regional level are not engaged in this

The sustainable development of the city can be work. Information is gathered only within information
provided with: the diversified economy, the developed system of the whole region, which is based on the state
transport infrastructure, the advantageous geopolitical statistics committees. At the same time the data received
position, the qualified labor force [5]. during independent market researches, during scientific

There is also another point of view on a city’s activity of educational institutions are used insufficiently,
socioeconomic system sustainable development which is though they represent important sources of information
expressed in subsystems’ (the markets, the benefits, from the marketing point of view.
money, work, the sphere of welfare providing, ecological The maintenance of marketing information system is
system) conditions change owing to influence of internal rather fully presented on the scheme (Fig. 1).
and  external  bodies of  legislative and executive power. As it was already mentioned above, in the course of
In mathematical terms stability of the mathematical model regional economic development strategy creation the
describing social and economic system of the city is market research is carried out for the purpose of the
characterized  by  a  certain  ratio  of balance indicators regional competitive advantages detention, problematic
(for example, supply and demand in the market of the aspects in its functioning and strategic problems of
benefits). development identifications. One of the up-to-date

For Increase of a City’s Development Stability One Could allows to solve the goals noted previously, is the
Mention the Following Main Aspects: benchmarking.

All-economic resources of stability, solution of with search and studying the best methods of the
radical problems concerning economic reformation, organization process which become a standard, a
creation of methods and instruments in order to reference point for other companies and help to carry out
identify the resources of stability; own business more qualitatively and more productive [7].
Resources of more effective territories’ use and In our opinion, the management of separate regions and,
internal structural reorganization of the city; consequently, the benchmarking itself can be used at
Resources of consolidation, reconstruction and regional level as well as it faces the solution of similar
humanization of an urban environment; problems. In that case “reference points” are the regions
Raw material and fuel and energy resources; which have achieved the greatest successes on these or
Resources of housing and communal services those activities (one must not at that limit the research
reformation; with the country’s borders), as well as certain countries
Organization resources (human resources, capital, comparable on economic conditions, natural, demographic
materials, science, education, technology and and other types of resources with the region, which the
information); economic development strategy is created for.
Resources of a city’s administrative management. In the late 70s – the beginning of the 80th the

In order to increase the efficiency of data processing turned into widely known and widespread marketing tool
on the administrative facilities of the region, in our which is more and more often applied for the purpose of
opinion, it is expedient to carry out its contents within competitive advantage achievement. The benchmarking
marketing information system. The marketing information purpose (while carrying out market research of the region)
system is a set of the personnel, the equipment, should not consist in the achievement of a superiority
procedures and the methods, intended for collecting, over others as it means that other regions’ inhabitants can

instruments of carrying out market researches, which

In business practice the benchmarking is connected

benchmarking began to be used actively in the West and
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Fig. 1: Marketing information system (according to Ph. Kotler)

be put in the worse conditions that in the moment. From
the point of view of the state’s integrity the statement of
the similar purposes is inadmissible, though it does not
mean that benchmarking use at regional level is
inadmissible. It rather implies detection of what other
regions  do  better; studies, improvement and application
of their methods of work, but not for the purpose of
undermining wellbeing of leading regions. Regional
benchmarking aims the most effective mobilization of the
available resources and achievement of positive results in
growth at the expense of them.

According to M. Spendolini, it is possible to position
a benchmarking as a part of the general decision-making
process with accurate aiming at organization
improvement. In that case a benchmarking as well as
marketing as a whole, shows the dual nature in the course
of development of regional economic development
strategy: on the one hand, he acts as the instrument of the
market research and on the other hand – as the whole
stage of this research.

It is necessary to note that the modern
understanding of benchmarking is based not only on the
collection of information for comparison and on the
methods of selection within the best models, which can
become a behaviour standard, but also on development of
such organizational culture at the enterprise (or regional
management, business community and the population in
our case) which would promote perception of the best
methods of work.

The technology of the organizational benchmarking
at regional level represents process which main stages are
described as following (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2: Approximate scheme of the benchmarking process

Except the analysis of more developed regions
experience in the course of development of regional
economic development strategy there is a need for
problems and possibilities of the region identification and
expansion of possibilities of interaction with the business
environment.
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SWOT analysis can become one of marketing
instruments of these parameters determination. SWOT
analysis can be understood as examination of internal
forces (strengths) and weaknesses of the region along
with possibilities (opportunities) and threats of regional
business environment.

In Essence for the Region it Characterizes:

strengths  –  unique  advantages  of  the region
(both natural and acquired); Fig. 3: Regional development strategy formation on the
Weaknesses – shortcomings, miscalculations of basis of SWOT-analysis
regional functioning;
Opportunities  – various macroeconomic factors and conditions and studying of such spheres as economy,
also other factors of environment, change of policy, technology, world situation, welfare behaviour,
competitive conditions, which use will increase the that is carried out in compliance with the GETS model that
advantages of a region in the market and will allow to means four groups of external pressure forces:
develop more successfully;
Threats – factors which can potentially worsen Government;
position of the region (for example, intensive Economy;
ecological pollution of the territory). Technology;

SWOT analysis can be used as the general tool at
preliminary stages of decision-making and precedes Then the matrix according to the GETS model is
advance planning; guaranteeing that previous marketing under construction. In essence, the specified matrix is
information on possibilities of the region was correct and convenient tool for the structural description of regional
suitable for use. environment strategic characteristics. While designing a

Decision-making which should be fixed in regional matrix we apply so-called dichotomizing procedure ,
strategy of economic development, should contain each which is used in many fields of knowledge. In this case
of the following elements: elements of a matrix represent dichotomizing pairs

Formation of forces; (entropy) of interaction of the environment and system at
Reduction of weaknesses; the expense of the general situation description [6].
Use of possibilities; Process of economic development strategy creation
Counteraction to threats. for a region is presented on the Fig. 3.

But at the same time, as the theorist of business P. economic development in some regions SWOT analysis
Drucker noted, results can be reached by use of is not used. At the same time, this technique, which is
possibilities, instead of by the solution of problems. actively applyed at some enterprises, possesses
Results should occur from use of possibilities: to find the considerable potential in the field.
correct ways and acts and to concentrate on them
resources and efforts  [8]. Regional Development Indicators: Meanwhile, in order to

The assessment of strengths and weaknesses in define the position of a region among others various non-
regional development in relation to possibilities and state structures, rating agencies and publishing houses
environment threats also determines the existence of apply various versions of positioning maps.
strategic prospects and possibilities of their realization. For instance, “The Expert” rating agency annually
The assessment of strengths and weaknesses is carried publishes the rating of the Russian regions in terms of
out on the basis of research of internal state of various "risk potential" [9]. According to this rating, the risk of
regional development; and the assessment of possibilities business in this or that region is estimated as extreme,
and   threats    demands    both    researches    of   market high,  moderate  or minimum and development potential as

Society.

(exclusive alternatives) that allows to reduce uncertainty

The analysis shows that while creating strategy of
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Table 1: Territories' development indicators

Level of usage
---------------------------------------------

Indicators Unit of measure Areas, regions Municipal establishments Usage in the capacity of regional development criteria 

1 2 3 4 5

Population's quality of life:

Average per capita monetary income doll./pers. + Calculation of variation factors, comparison of the richest
and poorest territories and their groups

The monthly average nominal salary doll./pers. + +

Ratio of the income of 20 % most and 20 % + Comparison of the most safe and unsuccessful territories
% of the least provided population and their groups

Unemployment rate: - registered  - counted up with % ++ + Calculation of factors of a variation, comparison of the most
use of  technique of the ILO safe and unsuccessful territories and their groups
(International Labour Organization)

Population increase rate % + + Comparison of the most safe and unsuccessful territories
and their groups

Migration increase rate % + +

Expected life expectancy at the birth year +

Infantile mortality (number of the children, 
who died till 1 year from 1000 who had been born) % + +

Level of economic development

GRP per capita doll./pers. + Calculation of factors of a variation, comparison of the richest
and poor territories and their groups

Industrial and agroindustrial production per capita doll./pers. + +

Investments into fixed capital per capita doll./pers. + Calculation of factors of a variation, comparison of the most
safe and unsuccessful territories and their groups

Level of wear of fixed assets % + + Comparison of the most safe and unsuccessful territories
and their groups

"Exportability" of economy / industry / agriculture % + + Territories' comparison

Density of transport networks: - railway - highways 
of the general usage with a firm covering km/10000 km ++ + Territories' comparison2

Degree of security of the budget own income % + + Territories' comparison

Excess of the monetary income over population expenses % + Territories' comparison

Development conditions:

Geographical position + + The analysis is carried out at qualitative level

Natural conditions + +

Population density pers/km +2

Cities with population: - over 1 million people - over Numbernum +++ The analysis is carried out at qualitative level
500 thousand people - over 100 throusand people bernumber

Ethno-confessional conflicts + +

Characteristics with uncertain indicators:

Condition of the natural and social environment

Age structure of the population

Workforce quality

Living conditions

Development of civil society

Security with planned documents

Level of development of the social sphere

Innovations

Attractiveness for investors

Level of economic modernization

Internal spatial distinctions

high, average, low, lowered and insignificant. Estimates which similar ratings are formed. As a result indicators of
turn out on the basis of comparison of investment risk investment flows into the region decrease though they
and investment capacity of regions with the average should become the locomotive of regional economic
Russian rate, taken for 100 %. The similar ratings received growth and level of human development [10].
on the basis of detailed market researches, tend to make The institute of regional policy developing the Project
considerable impact on the investment decisions accepted of Russian regions’ socio-economic development,
concerning this or that region while regions insufficiently recommends an assessment of a number of
accurately watch change of indicators on the basis of socioeconomic parameters (Table 1). 
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The Table 1 proves the existence of a large number of REFERENCES
characteristics with uncertain indicators. It means that
even if regional authorities will use this technique for the 1. Atopov, V.I., 2000. Volgograd: In a new century with
purpose of obtaining information on a socioeconomic new strategy. Volgograd: Volgograd State University
condition of the territory, it will not be possible to achieve of Architecture and Civil Engineering (VSUACE).
comparability of received data, because while assessing 2. Lavrov, A.M. and V.S. Surnin, 1994. Reforming of
the group of characteristics with uncertain indicators each economy: regional aspects. Kemerovo:
of regions will be free in a choice of existing techniques. Kuzbassvuzizdat.
Meanwhile absence of  comparable    information  also 3. Dridze, T.M., 1998. Social diagnostics in
results in a huge variety of regional development urbanization.   Sociological    Researches     Journal,
strategies and their disarrangement concerning 2: 94-98.
achievement of the state goals. 4. Garayev, M.M., 2000. Assessing the Socioeconomic

CONCLUSION Theory and Practice, 1/2: 137-143.

Thus, the market research carried out by the separate St. Petersburg. St. Petersburg: "Leontyevsky Centre".
region with the use of technique described above and the 6. Fedko, V.P., 2005. Marketing. 2  issue. Rostov:
estimates received on its basis cannot be a true reference “Phoenix”.
point in regional development strategy creation. 7. Ann, H., et al., 2001. Marketing. Moscow:

In this case state authorities should decide on data “Economika”.
on the basis of which would allow creating a regional 8. Drucker, P., 2000. How to Become a Leader. Moscow:
development strategy more accurately. In that case “Progress”.
marketing support of administrative decisions’ adoption 9. Marchenko, G., 2005. Rating Results. Expert Journal,
will be more effective. 44: 116-125.

Besides, marketing serves as a stage and as a tool of 10. Ioshchenko, A.P., 2005. Development of green
support of administrative decision-making in the field of tourism in Russia. Moscow: State University of
regional economic development; it should become the Management.
resultant moment of strategy as well. It is necessary to
highlight that regional marketing in modern conditions
should become part and parcel of promoting ideas put in
strategy of regional development.

Potential of a City Development. Management:

5. Vasiliev, S.A., 2001. Decade of economic reforms in
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